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mixed.. In Autism and the God Connection, William Stillman presented extraordinary accounts of spiritual giftedness in
autistic kids and adults, persons frequently deemed intellectually inferior.More children will be identified as having
autism this year than with AIDS, diabetes, and cancer.. We've much to learn from our autistic friends about
transcendence rising, a new humanity accessible for all.The trick component that makes autistic telepathy easy for us
all, and how we can learn to utilize it. How specific autistics communicate with animals and how what the animals say is
pertinent to ordinary people. How anyone can utilize the multi-sensory giftedness possessed by many autistic children
and adults. Today, in The Soul of Autism, Stillman displays: Why the unaccountable and dramatic rise in autism--with no
single known cause--is a necessary part of our spiritual evolution. The Soul of Autism, a Nautilus Book Award winner,
illuminates the way.
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 I am an adult with autism and for so many years I felt so near God in a manner that it is normally hard for me to explain
especially to people who believe I am only a "fruitcake".I feel truly blessed that I bought this reserve while my child
continues to be developing. William Stillman gets the gift of presenting the complete picture of the individual who is
experiencing life on the autism spectrum. I came to see my students as 'awe'-tistic plus they are truly are a few of the
most amazing people on the planet today!'One of the phrases William Stillman provides used, and that stays with me is,
"The World Hurts". No one knows this more than a person with autism spectrum. continues to be struggling to speak
verbally...disorder? We've, in the last 6 years recognized there is indeed something unique about her "soul". Four Stars
Ok did give me personally some info that. yes most are physically impared as well, but in getting past this it becomes
ever more apparent these people just start to see the world in different ways.. posess what I think of right now as gifys.1
is 'Autism and the God Connection" no. Stillman. I am on board with the theory that this is a new wave of children
coming here to greatly help those 'normal' people how to shift within their limitiing perceptions and beliefs and see the
big picture. This publication had to be created, and I am happy I came across it. Also parents of kids with autism should
browse the SOUL OF AUTISM so they will see deeper into their autistic child.FURTHERMORE, as noted in this series of
books, autism spectrum (disorder) is on the rise. A deeper understanding and tolerance is exposed as Mr. My discovery
with most of the learners I have worked with is that their perception of the workd is a lot vaster, they're more aware of
the subtle dimensions, frequencies, currents that no one can see however they often feel. His reserve is quite
heartwarming as he reminds us that we should "presume Intellect" in every we meet. The stories shared have made me
appreciate the uniqueness of every person. We all have special gifts, and some of us take a little more work to
communicate this to others. More Autism Please Bill Stillman knows what it is prefer to have autism so when he writes
in his publication on what the world needs even more autism he is so absolutely ideal. We are seeing more folks on the
Autism spectrum; There is something even more to autism then just it's little quirks.We highly recommend this book to
all. Look at this world and all the evil that it keeps. It has shaped my attitude towards this "illness" for the better and I
am extremely grateful to took the time to read it. In this publication THE SOUL OF AUTISM you will read the truth about
autism.The Publication That Needed To be Written. Many people don't like to hear "the spiritual chat" it is either
because they are afraid or they don't think it is "great." When I was a kid I would rock in my little rocking seat holding a
couple of Rosary Beads praying to all my dead relatives, also the ones I never met, so when doing this I would be facing
the window finding out about at the sky. and I feel that if we have been reminded that everyone senses and perceives
the globe around them in different ways, we can better understand them. I discover comfort in reading Expenses
Stillman's books and I think that adults with autism and adults who may believe they're different should examine this
book. Many thanks Mr. I praise you Mr. Stillman for having the courage to speak out and letting the world understand
that people who have autism have a great message to send. The Soul of Autism Purchased as a gift for our child for
Christmas. Her only kid is a beautiful little girl who went completely into autism at 18 months. Why is certainly such a
perception called a disorder when many of the peole profiled in this group of books (This is book no. She became
nonverbal at 18 mos &. However, you can sense by her actions & "being" that she has a particular connection of her
soul to God. The complete family will be reading this book. It isn't a book you select up & read through at one seated.
Have to read & reread areas. 3 is usually "The Autism Prophecies"..wish to fully understand. Awesome! I haven't any
autistic friends or relatives, but Personally i think like I learned so much.] but I feel like I learned so much Stuff I never
knew.!! As a worker in neuro-scientific Special Education, I've worked with many autistic kids. (We're a newly diagnosed
family members with a 23 month old autistic child). In my opinion I think that folks with autism see issues nowadays
that others without the "autism present" don't see.2, Zero. I neede. Five Stars Just most excellent. Inspired and
insightful William Stillman has given us a hand held walk beyond the complexities of Autism. There's A lot more than
Meets the Eye! Stillman speaks of spirituality, love and kindness in those on the Autism spectrum. This book is actually a
gift.Eddie TuduriDirector/ The Rhythmic Arts Task[... He makes so many fantastic points that you'll just have to browse
the book to understand my review! Effectively written. We have so much to understand from our autistic children and
William Stillman brings to light simply exactly what we have to learn- love!
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